For Investment Bankers

You can’t make the right
pitch without the right data.
S&P Global Market Intelligence offers you relevant, insightful, and timely news, research, and data
tailored to the companies and sectors you cover. Our firm profiles, market-moving news, broker
research and estimates, screening, and innovative analytical tools give bankers the essential toolkit
to identify new business development opportunities and inform corporate strategy and structure,
capital-raising options, and M&A.

Differentiated Data and Essential Insights

Robust Analytics to Drive Your Workflow

We deliver the data and insights you need to tailor
your advisory function and grow your clients’ business
effectively, in a timely and cost-effective manner.

Find and vet your next deal with S&P Global Market Intelligence’s
global reach, extensive market and financial data,
proprietary research, and powerful analytical tools.

Stay on top of market economics and activity

Simplify your workflow with powerful screening,
targeting, and workflow tools

-- Broad global, sector coverage including breaking
SNL news, fundamental and asset-level data, and
expert analysis that let you dig deep into sectors
including banking, insurance, energy,
media, metals and real estate
-- Proprietary research and extensive market data,
gathered from millions of sources and
delivered instantly
-- Extensive public and private company
information with alerts on company leadership
changes and restructures, recent and historic
transactions, company investors, and holders

Generate ideas for new business opportunities
-- Comprehensive enterprise-wide aftermarket and
real-time research solutions using the expert
insights of leading research contributors
from over 1,700 global providers
-- Incomparable Ratings Research that helps you
easily monitor the business impact of changing
market conditions, as well as stay current with top
stories of the day and the latest sector highlights
-- Comprehensive, aggregated intelligence at sector,
sub-sector, industry and portfolio levels across
the globe

-- Identify comparables, potential buyers, investments,
acquisitions, co-investors, lenders, and strategic partners
-- Create and update financial models, pitchbooks,
and PIBs efficiently with our linking tools in
Microsoft Excel, Word, and PowerPoint
-- Review underlying source documents and
calculations with our audit functionality, saving
you time and enabling you to make confident,
fully-vetted recommendations for your clients

Access your data and analytics from
your desktop or on-the-go
Easily turn information into actionable insights with
our integrated platforms that deliver data the way
you want it, whenever you need it: from desktop
access to mobile apps to on-demand data feeds.

Service You Can Count On
Nothing satisfies us more than helping you complete
a project or meet a deadline. Turn to our 24x7x365
global support team anytime, from anywhere.
We’re just a phone call or email away.

About S&P Global Market Intelligence
S&P Global Market Intelligence integrates financial and industry data,
research, and news into tools that help track performance, generate
alpha, identify investment ideas, understand competitive and industry
dynamics, perform valuation, and assess risk.
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